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Product RangeProduct Range

Wooden Flooring Outdoor Decking

Engineered Wood Flooring

Solid Wood Flooring 

Laminate Flooring

Colour Options

Parket Designs

Brazilian IPE Decking

Composite - BPC / WPC 

Exterior Cladding

Wall Coverings

Personalised Wall Papers / Ready Wallpapers

Green Walls

Installation         Post Sale Services         Maintenance & Repairs  

Other Products
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AB Grade

Natural Grade

Rustic Grade

Wooden GradesWooden Grades

Engineered Wood Flooring StructureEngineered Wood Flooring Structure

90mm to 300mm 

12mm to 21mm 
Top Layer is Real Wood

2mm to 6mm

 Back Board is Multi layer
Burch Plywood



Engineered Wood FlooringEngineered Wood Flooring

With the appearance of solid wood but easier to install, 
engineered wood has become a popular choice for 
many homes. Giving the same irresistible feel and an 
unmistakable natural look, engineered wood is a great 
choice throughout most areas of the home.



Solid Wood FlooringSolid Wood Flooring

With a long history and the durability to last for generations, 
solid wood flooring is one of the most desirable flooring 
choices. With an unmistakable and completely irresistible feel 
and character, solid wood flooring can bring something very 
special to your home, though it does require special care and 
attention when installing.



Laminate Wood FlooringLaminate Wood Flooring

With the look and texture of wood or stone, laminate flooring 
is a tough and durable man-made product that is easy to 
clean, pet-proof and easy to install. Laminate makes a great 
choice for anyone looking for a floor they can fit and forget, 
even in the busiest parts of the home. Packed to the brim with 
easy living advantages, modern generation laminates are 
ideal for homes that want a good looking floor on a budget



Colour OptionsColour Options



Parket DesignParket Design



Brazilian IPE DeckingBrazilian IPE Decking

Ipe wood structures are hard, 
strong, and naturally resistant 
to rot, abrasion, weather, and 
insects. It is almost twice as 
dense as most woods and up 
to five times harder.



Composite - BPC / WPCComposite - BPC / WPC

Bamboo Polymer Composite (60% 
bamboo fibres, 30% polyethylene, 10% 
resin) UV-resistant, stable dimensions, 
free of splinters, fully tinted and 
weatherproof, easy to maintain, usable on 
both sides, high slip resistance, side 
grooves for invisible screwing



Interior / Exterior CladdingInterior / Exterior Cladding

Wall cladding is a type of decorative covering 
intended to make a wall look like it is made of a 
different sort of material than it actually is. Some 
of the most common examples are on the outside 
of buildings, but cladding can also be an artistic 
element in interior decorating.



Customised  / Ready WallpapersCustomised  / Ready Wallpapers



Green WallGreen Wall

Green Wall is a vertical partition covered 
with greens and flowers which are fixed on 
plastic base. Green wall is also known as Bio 
Wall or Vertical Garden. ... Our artificial 
Green Walls are "No Maintenance" products 
as these are artificial and do not require any 
sunlight or watering.



Tiles & Artificial GrassTiles & Artificial Grass



PergolaPergola
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